


 

The city of Eugene, Oregon, the seat of Lane County, lies along the banks of
the Willamette River, just off Interstate 5 in the western part of the Beaver
State. Named for its first settler, Eugene Skinner, who arrived in the 1840s,
the city has grown steadily since the arrival of the railroad in 1870 to become
the state's second-largest city behind Portland, boasting a population of more
than 112,000.

Idyllic in its natural beauty, Eugene is comfortably nestled in the fertile
Willamette Valley, a nearly homogenous expanse of lowland accentuated by
forest hills formed by the Cascade Mountains to the east and the Coast Range
to the west. Occasionally at day's end, especially during the smoky late
summer and early autumn months when farmers do most of their field
burning, dusk eerily fills the hills and countryside around Eugene with a
purple haze just before night draws down like a black cowl.

Midway between the state's northern and southern borders, some 110 miles
south of Portland, Eugene, although it has seen better days, is still known as a
center for timber and wood products industries, as well as for food-
processing plants and home to the University of Oregon. Unfortunately, the
city is also known as the setting for one of Oregon's most diabolical and
fantastic contract murders ever.

Friday, July 6, 1984, proved to be a grueling and depressing day for Louise
Manning, a maid at Eugene's classy Valley River Inn, a four-star, 258-room
establishment that faces the Willamette River and is noted for its fine dining.
With the Fourth of July holiday now behind her, Louise had hoped that
business would calm down, if only a little, at the hotel. But it hadn't. There
weren't any vacancies for that Friday night, and by noon the hotel was booked
throughout the weekend with tourists and businesspeople alike. As the
summer sun continued to bear down on the Willamette Valley, raising the
mercury to the mid-nineties, Louise sweated profusely as she pushed her
utility cart toward the door to Room 305.

When she routinely checked her assignment sheet, she saw that Room 305
was listed as a checkout, which meant that she would have to strip the room
and replace the soiled linen with fresh sheets and towels. After assembling
the items she would need, Louise knocked on the door three times. Using her



passkey, she opened the door several inches and dutifully called out, "Maid,"
but did not enter the room. Although there was no response, Louise saw
luggage on the floor near the door and heard that the television was on.
Slightly embarrassed, thinking that she had nearly walked into a still-
occupied room, Louise hastily closed the door and went on to the next room
on her list.

It wasn't until 3 P.M. that Louise made it back to Room 305. She had stopped
for lunch, and had decided to clean several other rooms before returning.
The guest in 305, she reasoned, should have departed by now. It was one of
the last rooms on her list of units to be cleaned that day, and Louise was by
now in a hurry because she didn't want to put in any overtime, particularly on
a Friday. Friday evening was her time for rest, relaxation, and sometimes
recreation, even when she was scheduled to work over the weekend. Louise
figured on Room 305 being an easy unit to finish, after which she could get
on to her final rooms of the day.

Although she had every reason to believe that the occupant had checked out
by now, Louise, out of habit, nonetheless identified herself again, then used
her passkey and cautiously opened the door. Strangely, the luggage was still
there, near the door where she had seen it earlier, and the TV was still on,
causing her to wonder if the guest had decided to stay over for a second
night. If the guest was indeed a stay-over, she thought, someone should at
least have let her know.

"Do you need any maid service?" she called out as she pushed the door open
the rest of the way. But, just like before, there was no response.

She had taken barely two steps into the room when she suddenly realized why
no one had responded to her earlier. Across the room and directly in front of
her lay the motionless body of a woman, naked from the waist down,
sprawled face down on the bed. When the realization that the woman might
be dead struck her, Louise gasped and her whole body tightened as she
backed stiffly out of the room. Nauseous, retching with fear and revulsion,
Louise ran as fast as she could down the stairs to the hotel's administrative
offices on the first floor.

"We've got to call the police!" she exclaimed, by now out of breath, her heart
thumping harder against her ribcage. "There's a dead woman in Room 305!"

"Are you sure she's dead?" asked Patrick Hill, the hotel's assistant manager.



"She's not moving, and she's naked!"

Hill, seeing the degree of Louise's distress, did not hesitate to make the call.
Moments after he dialed 911, a dispatcher at the Lane County emergency
communications center came on the line.

"Do you need fire, medical, or police assistance?" asked the calm,
dispassionate voice on the other end of the line.

"Medical and police," the manager responded.

Hill stayed on the line until the dispatcher had obtained all of the necessary
information and assured him that emergency medical technicians from a
nearby fire station were on the way and that a police officer would follow. He
was instructed to make certain that nothing in the room would be disturbed.

Minutes later, Officer James Randolph Ellis of the Eugene Police
Department, out on routine patrol and nearing the end of his day shift, heard
the sketchy information as it crackled across his radio about the possible
dead body at the hotel. There was not a lot of information, but Ellis heard that
paramedics were already on the scene. Being in the vicinity he took the call
and responded to the Valley River Inn, located at 1000 Valley River Way,
right next to a mid-sized, tree-shrouded shopping mall aptly named the
Valley River Center. So that he wouldn't arouse the curiosity of the guests
who were checking in and out or unduly alarm anyone, Ellis didn't stop at the
front desk but instead walked directly to the manager's office, from where he
was directed to Room 305.

Two of the paramedics from the Eugene Fire Department who had arrived
first were in the room next to 305 using the telephone when Ellis showed up,
reporting that no lifesaving efforts were needed at their location. The
partially clad female, one of them told their supervisor, was quite dead. The
absence of respiration and the appearance of the body led Ellis to agree with
the paramedics' conclusion. Ellis, following proper police procedure, secured
the room and notified his dispatcher that he needed additional police
department personnel at the scene, preferably a homicide unit, to investigate
what he termed a suspicious death.

While waiting for additional help to arrive, Ellis checked the rooms on either
side of Room 305 and found that both were empty. As part of his preliminary
survey of the crime scene, Ellis determined that the two rooms across the
hallway were occupied, but he had no way of knowing, yet, whether those



guests had seen or heard anything suspicious. He noted the names of the two
paramedics, as well as those of three additional fire department personnel
who had entered the room prior to his arrival, all for the benefit of the
investigators who would soon take over the case. As a footnote to his
handwritten preliminary report he added that nothing, as far as he had been
able to ascertain, had been touched or moved by anyone before he arrived
and certainly not afterward.

Detective Lloyd Davis, a twenty-one-year veteran of the Eugene Police
Department, was sitting behind his governmental steel-gray desk shuffling
paperwork and thinking about going home when Sergeant Michael Cline
stepped over to his desk in the large office that they shared, along with the
rest of the unit's detectives, at a few minutes before 4 P.M. Davis, a detective
for the past fourteen years who had been assigned to investigate crimes
against persons, specifically the crimes of homicide, robbery, and rape,
looked up at his colleague.

"Forget about going home today, Lloyd," Cline said. "I need you over at the
Valley River Inn. We've got a suspicious death in Room 305. A housekeeper
found the body, and she's pretty distraught. Officer Ellis is already on the
scene."

Cline advised Davis, a kindly appearing, somewhat soft-spoken man with a
reputation for leaving no stone unturned, that he would send additional
uniformed officers to the scene to help keep it secure. Sergeant Cline
assured Davis that he would also notify the district attorney's office and get a
medical examiner out to the scene as soon as possible where he would join
Davis later.

Davis knew from past experience that death investigations, even the simple
ones, always took a lot of time and way too much paperwork. Not only was it
getting close to quitting time, it was a Friday and he had been looking
forward to having two days off, a luxury in his line of work. Davis pushed the
stack of paperwork away from him as he stood up.

"There goes the weekend," he muttered to no one in particular as he grabbed
a standard homicide kit on his way out of the office.

When Davis arrived at the hotel by himself ten minutes later, there were a
number of people standing around in the hallway outside Room 305, among
them Officer Ellis. Ellis told Davis how he had responded to the call from the



Valley River Inn regarding a possible deceased subject in Room 305, and
briefed Davis on his preliminary examination and what he knew to have
transpired both before and after his arrival. Davis officially took over the
investigation at that point, and entered the room. Just as the maid had
reported, the television was on, and Davis noted that several lights in the
room were also on.

In an open closet to his left hung what he presumed to be some of the dead
woman's clothes. Davis observed a light-blue skirt-and- blazer business suit, a
black leather belt, a red satin-like top, and a pair of underpants, all of which
hung on wooden hangers in the dressing area. A pair of black pumps and a
pair of canvas navy blue walking shoes lay on the floor beneath them. A
single piece of luggage, a small soft-sided overnight case, stood unzipped on
the lower shelf in the closet and was visible from the room's entry door. The
clothes, observed Davis, had been hung and placed very neatly.

While Davis was still making his preparatory observations, Sergeant Cline
arrived. Davis was glad to see that Cline was accompanied by Donald Ray
Schuessler, a laboratory technician who had worked for the Eugene Police
Department for about six years. Schuessler's duties involved processing
crime scenes and completing comparison analyses of certain types of
physical evidence, including fingerprints. Schuessler had ridden along with
Cline, both of whom were followed into the room by Ken Champion, a field
investigator for the Lane County medical examiner's office.

As they gathered around the bed, the investigators observed that the dead
woman's body lay across the width of the bed, not in a lengthwise position in
which a person would normally lie when sleeping. A slightly damp hand
towel from the rack in the bathroom lay at the foot of the bed. After viewing
and photographing the body exactly as it had been found, the investigators,
after Champion gave his okay, turned the corpse over onto its back.

The deceased, they noted, was a brunette woman with a slim figure who
appeared to be in her mid-to-late twenties. Her body was cool to the touch,
likely at or near room temperature. Her hands, strangely, were clasped
together near her neck. She was wearing a diamond wedding ring set on her
left ring finger, and a silver ring on her right ring finger. She was also
wearing a watch with a gold band on her right wrist. There was no other
jewelry on her body.

There was a small amount of blood, coagulated and sticky, that had gravitated



out of her nose and mouth and had run down the sides of her face, the cause
of which could not be immediately determined. On the bed near her body lay
a loose tuft of hair which, they observed, apparently had been torn from the
woman's scalp. Davis speculated that the tuft could have been torn loose
during a struggle with an assailant, if it turned out that she had been
murdered.

Davis observed that one of the bed pillows, lying near the corpse's head, had a
small blood smear on it. There was an ashtray lying near the pillow, and a
book of matches to the right of the woman's head. Schuessler's trained eye
focused quickly on the ashtray, which had a smooth bottom surface that made
it a good source for possible fingerprints. Schuessler made a note to seize,
bag, and mark the ashtray, as well as the book of matches and the pillow, as
soon as the room was sketched and photographed. As the investigators went
through the room, they made notes to collect in a similar manner every item
that held potential as evidence, again after the items were photographed and
their locations duly noted on videotape.

As Davis observed the woman's partially nude body, clad only in a dark-
colored mesh top and brassiere, the seasoned detective reflected that the
woman had probably been quite attractive in life. Now, however, her
appearance was ghoulish, made all the more so by the deep purple tone of the
skin on the lower side of her body. Postmortem lividity, it was called, when
the blood—all six pints of it, the average amount in an adult human being's
body—is drawn by gravity to the lowermost regions of the body. Davis had
seen it many times in his career. It was a sight that any homicide detective
knows only too well.

Next to the bed on the floor, in front of a nightstand and slightly south of the
woman's feet, which hung over the side of the bed, lay a pair of crumpled
white slacks, presumably the dead woman's, that had been turned inside out
during the process of being removed from her body by either herself or her
assailant. Nearer to the nightstand, Davis observed, lay a Tampax tampon.

The tampon didn't look like it had been used, at least not for its intended
purpose during a woman's menstrual period, because it didn't have any blood
on it. Davis wondered if the tampon had been dropped there unnoticed by the
woman. But then, a woman who by all appearances seemed so neat and clean
wouldn't have simply left it there, he felt. If she had known that she dropped
it, he felt that she would have picked it up and put it back in the box with the



others. But where was the box? Not seeing it in the immediate area, Davis
made a note to look for it when the room was processed more thoroughly.
The tampon definitely seemed out of place to him, and seemed stranger still
when he got down on his hands and knees to look at it more closely. He
called Schuessler over, and pointed out that it appeared to be stained with a
substance he could not immediately identify. Schuessler agreed that it was
stained with something, and made a note to analyze it later at the lab.

As he continued his observations Davis found a black purse, unzipped, lying
on top of the nightstand along with a pair of sunglasses. When he examined
the purse he discovered that it did not contain any identification, nor did it
contain a wallet, credit cards, or money. All he found inside it was a set of car
keys.

A brown, soft leather satchel, apparently undisturbed, lay on a writing table
next to the east wall of the room. Several official-looking documents, which
the investigators believed the woman had carried into the room inside the
valise, were spread out on top of a coffee table that sat in front of a sofa and
next to a wicker side chair at the north end of the room. A full glass of what
was soon determined to be water sat on a circular end table between the
couch and the armchair, prompting Davis and the others to conclude that the
woman had been doing some type of work prior to her demise and hadn't
wanted to impair her mental faculties with anything stronger to drink.

Davis walked behind the wicker chair to a group of windows and a sliding
glass door that led out onto a balcony. He pulled the curtains back and found
that the door was locked. Like the front entrance door, he saw that it had not
sustained any type of damage from someone trying to break in.

After a few minutes, Davis excused himself from his colleagues and went
downstairs to the registration desk. He needed to establish the dead woman's
identity, the cornerstone or starting point from which everything else
spiraled outward in a suspicious death investigation. It was also important to
learn her identity so that her next of kin could be notified of her death.

When he examined the guest registration card for Room 305, he learned that
Kathryn Ann Martini-Lissy had registered during the day of July 5, 1984, and
planned to stay only one night. She had listed her home address as being on
Oswego Summit, Lake Oswego, Oregon, which Davis knew was an affluent
suburb of Portland. According to the desk clerk who helped Davis, she had
charged her room and other expenses to a credit card. As Davis scanned the



guest registration card, he saw that she had indicated on the vehicle
information section that she had driven a 1984 Datsun 300-Z, Oregon license
plate KVC 525, to the hotel.

Davis went outside and easily found the 300-Z in the hotel's parking lot. It
was the only 300-Z parked near the hotel. After he tried the keys that he had
discovered in Room 305 and found that they fit the car, he felt reasonably
certain that it belonged to the dead woman. A subsequent query to the Motor
Vehicles Division confirmed that the car was registered to a Kathryn Ann
Martini-Lissy, age twenty-six.

Davis next called Louise Manning into an unoccupied conference room,
where he asked her to recount how she had found the body. Louise, still
visibly upset, told him there wasn't much to tell, and explained the
circumstances that led up to her macabre discovery. She hadn't seen anybody
that she would consider a suspicious character during her shift, and she hadn't
noticed anyone loitering on the third floor. Likewise, she hadn't heard any
screams or commotion at any time during the day. She assured him that she
never touched or moved anything in the room. She had left everything, she
said, just like she had found it.

Davis returned to the front desk, where he inquired whether Mrs. Lissy had
eaten any meals in the hotel restaurant. The desk clerk searched through the
dining-room receipts, then handed one that had been charged to Room 305
the previous evening over to Davis.

"May I take this with me?" Davis asked. "I'll give you a receipt for it."

"Yes, of course."

Davis went to the hotel restaurant, where he summoned the manager. When
the manager appeared, Davis showed his identification and handed him the
ticket.

"Can you tell me who waited on this customer?" Davis asked.

"Harry Dewitt Taylor, Jr.," the manager replied as he scanned the ticket. He
was by now aware of the body in Room 305 as was every other hotel
employee, and was eager to cooperate with the police. "He's here now. Want
to talk to him?"

"Yes," Davis said, as he followed the manager into the dining area. The
manager spotted Taylor, and then motioned him to come over to where they



were standing.

"Mr. Taylor, did you wait on the person that this ticket is billed to?" Davis
asked.

"Yes, I did," Taylor responded as he looked over the ticket. "Kathryn Martini-
Lissy, she was the woman I waited on. This is the ticket, what she had, what
she drank, everything that was purchased while I was waiting on her."

"That was yesterday, the fifth of July?"

"That's right. It was about six-thirty in the evening when she was first served.
It shows the time right here, six-thirty-six. She had prime rib and espresso,
and the prime rib comes with a salad and potato, vegetables, et cetera. She
had two glasses of wine. One was a white one, the other was a red wine."

Taylor pointed out that the white wine was served shortly after her arrival,
and that she was served the red wine at 7:02 P.M., when she received her
meal.

"What time do you think she left the restaurant?" Davis asked.

"Around seven-thirty," Taylor said.

"Was anyone with her at that time?"

"Not that I could tell."

"Do you recall how she was dressed?"

"Nicely, in a business suit, very light-blue. It was almost a smoke-colored
business suit."

"Did she have any paperwork with her?"

"Yes, she was writing on yellow paper, similar to a legal pad."

"You pretty sure about the time she left?"

"Yeah, pretty sure."

"Thanks. You've been very helpful." Davis retrieved the guest check and
headed back upstairs.

When Davis rejoined his colleagues in Room 305 for another look around,
he recalled that the tentatively identified dead woman had felt cold to the



touch when they turned her corpse over earlier. That fact, when combined
with the obvious postmortem lividity, Davis concluded, meant that she must
have been dead for at least several hours prior to Louise Manning's discovery
of the body, perhaps even all night. Establishing a time of death, Davis knew,
might shed some light on the case and help narrow down their field of
inquiry. He knew that she had still been alive at 7:30 the night before. But
twenty hours had elapsed from the time that Harry Taylor, Jr., the waiter, had
served her dinner and the time that Louise Manning had found her body.
Based on such scant information, Davis resigned himself to the reality that
there was just no way that they could determine the approximate time of
death until they had more facts at their disposal.

If the woman had been murdered, as Davis's gut feelings now led him to
believe, the fact that her body was partially nude when she died strongly
suggested sexual assault or rape as a possible motive for her slaying. Davis
also had to consider robbery as a possible motive, since he had found no
money, checks, or credit cards in her room. But if she had been murdered, he
continued to reason, why were there no signs of forced entry to the room,
such as a broken door or door frame or smashed windows? Could she have
opened the door to someone she knew? Or could the killer have somehow
obtained a passkey and had been lying in wait when she returned to her
room? Or could she have opened the door to someone who was using a ruse,
such as a hotel employee pretending to make a room-service delivery who
had simply pushed his way into her room? If any one of those scenarios had
occurred, there was certainly nothing to indicate that a struggle had occurred
there, and that bothered him. How could she have died of violence without
putting up a fight? Except for the tampon being out of place, the room was
too neat and orderly for a struggle to have occurred there. The bed coverings
hadn't even been pulled back, making it a sure bet that Kathryn hadn't turned
in for the night and that she had likely died fairly early on the evening of July
5.

At this point in the investigation, with nothing concrete enough to rule
murder in or out yet, Davis had to consider whether the woman's cause of
death could have resulted from any number of other causes, including an
overdose of drugs, some type of seizure, or at least something in that vein.
Although instinct told him that she had been murdered, officially he was still
investigating only a suspicious death. He had no way of knowing just yet how
far his investigation of Kathryn Ann Martini-Lissy's death would lead him and
his colleagues into the depths of human degradation prevalent in Portland's



netherworld, where the sordid plots and subplots of several individuals
cavorting in drugs, kinky sex, prostitution, and conspiracy ran rampant. But
he would know soon enough.


